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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last years the rapid rise in the use of electric power has raised the
problem how to provide the power increases. From sector studies the total
electrical power consumption has almost doubled in the last twenty years [9].
The problem of finding appropriate technologies to produce cheap energy
and ensure the right standard of environmental compatibility, has in recent
years led to an increase in technological progress. Nowadays electrical energy
is the form of energy to which all other forms of energy may be converted. It
is easy to transport, easy to control and easy to transform. Most of the times,
however, energy can be converted into electricity only through many inter-
mediate transformations, which leads to limitations in efficiency, reliability,
and compactness. The critical point in general in the energy conversion is the
combination of heat and mechanical energy of the conversion system, which
limits the maximum temperature involved. To avoid the mechanical limita-
tions it seems promising to convert directly heat into electricity. In this chap-
ter I present a general description of the conventional conversion systems an
their limitations.
1.1 Thermodynamic energy conversion
The electricity generation process, most often, is characterised by the tran-
sition of primary or secondary energy, from thermal to mechanical and then
1
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to electricity. At the current state of development, most of the power plants
are based on processes known as conventional. The production of electricity,
through conventional forms or commercial of primary energy, concern only
the hydroelectric and thermal power station, where the thermal power sta-
tions are different for use of primary source (usually fossil fuels such as nat-
ural gas, oil, coal, etc., wood and biomass, municipal or industrial solid wast,
etc., or nuclear fuels and more rarely geothermal energy). In the hydroelec-
tric power generation, mechanical energy, in different forms (kinetic, poten-
tial and pressure) from flowing fluid, is converted into electricity thanks to a
water turbine and an alternator. In the thermal power plants the thermal en-
ergy is converted into mechanical energy and from this machine the mechan-
ical energy into electricity. The majority of thermal power plants are powered
by fuels, usually fossil or nuclear. In the figure 1.1 the necessary processes
to product the electricity are shown. Apart some cases, such as power plants
that use thermal energy available in nature (primarily solar and geothermal),
the form of energy at the base of each of processes is the chemical potential
energy of the fuel.
The potential energy of the fossil fuel is converted into heat energy through
a chemical exothermic reaction (combustion), characterized by generation of
thermal energy equivalent, in absolute value, to the enthalpy variation for the
same reaction. In the case of nuclear fuels there is a fission reaction. The heat
is then transmitted to elastic working fluid evolving in appropriate machines
(usually gas turbine or reciprocating engine) producing mechanical work. In
that case, it has converted thermal energy to mechanical (thermodynamics
conversion). The mechanical work produced is finally transferred to an elec-
tric generator, which operates the last conversion of energy in electric form. It
should be noted that in any conversion process one can not fully convert the
energy from one form to another, each of the steps being characterized by a
conversion efficiency, a coefficient that takes into account the fraction of the
energy initially available, which is converted in the desired form.
1.1.1 Limits of thermodynamic energy conversion
In terms of performance, the overall process of thermal use is very ex-
pensive. In the conventional thermoelectric converters this is generally due
to thermodynamic, technological and economic limitations. Here it will be
called the most important aspects.
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Figure 1.1: Stages of energy conversion and intermediate forms of energy con-
version in conventional thermodynamics system
Thermodynamic limits
Today, most electrical energy is obtained from conventional fuels such as
coal and gasoline or nuclear fuel such as uranium and thorium, through the
service of heat engines. Although the heat engine is only one stage of many in
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a conventional process, most of the losses occur there. Up to now, and prob-
ably for a long time to come, the generation of large-scale electrical power
from thermal energy has required an intermediate step involving mechanical
energy (see figure 1.1). The thermal energy from the primary source is used
to raise steam. This steam is then fed onto a steam-turbine which is shaft-
coupled to an electrical generator. In a typical central power plant, the effi-
ciency of the boiler and the thermodynamic efficiency of the steam turbine
are about 90% each, whereas the electrical efficiency of the generator is of-
ten around 98%, while the efficiency of the heat engine is usually below 45%.
As the system works over a thermodynamic cycle the conversions efficiency
of the process are restricted by the well-known Carnot limitations [28]. The
Carnot efficiency is the maximum efficiency of an ideal heat engine which
takes heat from a hot source at an absolute temperature Th and releases it
to a cold sink at a temperature Tc after doing work. This efficiency is given by
ηc = 1−Tc /Th ; (1.1)
The efficiency depends on two factors: the high temperature of a hot source
and the cold temperature. The lowest temperature is limited by the tempera-
ture of the environment. Normally the lowest temperature available is in the
range of 10-20◦C. The maximum temperature is limited for obvious mechan-
ical and metallurgical resistance reasons. As shown in figure 1.2, in the case
of a cold source temperature of 300 K, the Carnot efficiency increases with the
inlet temperature of the working fluid.
It must be emphasised that figure represents the maximum efficiency the-
oretically possible. Efficiency realised in practice is usually only about 60% of
this theoretical maximum. In fact, in the steam power plant where the inlet
temperatures are on the order of 550◦C, in practice the conversion efficiency
is only around 40%. Hence, the works to improve the overall efficiency of
conventional power stations has been based on raising the inlet temperature.
Obviously such developments are severely restricted by material limitations.
Nowadays, gas turbines are the technologies that can work to the highest value
of temperature cycle, with values around 1500 K [5]. These technologies are
usually used as a topper in a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plant [14]; a
gas turbine generator produces electricity and the waste heat is used to make
steam to generate additional electricity via a steam turbine. The Carnot effi-
ciency for a thermal engine that works on those temperatures is about 80%.
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Figure 1.2: Carnot efficiency as a function of temperature
This means that, theoretically, can be transformed into work 80% of the input
thermal energy. In practice most combined cycle units, especially the large
units, have efficiencies of 55-60%.
Technology limits
From the equation 1.1 it is deduced that the efficiency of Carnot cycle de-
pends only on temperatures. Regarding the limits on these temperatures, it
should be noted that the Tmi n is linked to environmental conditions, or rather
the minimum temperature cycle is considered equal to the external environ-
ment temperature. The Tmax that affect the performance of the machine ac-
cording to the law shown in the figure 1.2, has mainly a technological limit.
This limit is related to the resistance of materials at high temperatures and
high mechanical stress when it is working. In particular, for steam power
plants, it should be noted, although in the furnace of the steam generator it
is possible to reach temperatures of 2000◦C, the turbine blades can not oper-
ate at more than 500-550◦C. In gas turbines such temperatures may be higher
but usually do not exceed the 1250◦C. This limitation of working temperatures
is one the main causes that make the conversion more heavy, for efficiency,
compared to other conversion stages, shown in the figure 1.1, prevailing on
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the overall performance of the entire conversion process.
Economic and system limits
In addition to the above limits, other ones have to be considered, of eco-
nomic and system nature. For example in the thermal engines the more ex-
pansion of elastic fluid is pushed the greater is the global efficiency neverthe-
less, pushing the expansion over a certain point is uneconomical. An example
is the Beau De Rochas cycle for internal combustion engines (see figure 1.3).
In this cycle, expansion is interrupted in point 4. Giving up work that would be
obtained by expansion to the point 4’. The extension of the expansion would
increase the piston stroke and a consequent increase in the size of the engine
(and costs) that can not be justified in economic terms.
Figure 1.3: Beau De Rochas cycle for internal combustion engines
Similarly, in the generic cycle of a steam power plant (Hirn Cycle) one
could reduce the pressure at the condenser (point 4, figure 1.4), to increase
the steam expansion and then the work with the shaded area (4, 4’, 5’, 1", 1’,
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5=0). Nevertheless low pressure needs a low temperature, then a condenser
with big size and too expensive in relation to the benefits obtained.
Figure 1.4: Hirn cycle for steam power plant
1.1.2 Main improvements in conversion systems
It was noted, therefore, that thermal engine plants operate at ranges tem-
perature typically limited, so, for example, the steam engine plants have the
maximum temperatures around 550◦C, and in the gas turbine plants for gen-
eration around 1250◦C . In the gas turbine the output temperature of the flue
gas is also high (450◦C to 650◦C). This is therefore high enough to provide heat
for a second cycle which uses steam as working fluid [11]. The systems, that
work in the field of higher temperatures will be called "Topper", those that
work in the field of lower temperatures will be called "Bottomer". Typical ex-
amples of the combined systems are consisting of a gas turbine (topper) and
a steam power plant (bottomer). The heat input to the combined cycle is the
same of the gas turbine, but the work output is greater (by the work of the
Rankine cycle steam turbine). A schematic of the overall heat engine, which
can be thought of as composed of an upper and a lower heat engine in series,
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is given in figure 1.5. The upper engine is the gas turbine (Brayton cycle) which
expels heat to the lower engine, the steam turbine (Rankine cycle).
Figure 1.5: Schematic of combined cycle using gas turbine (Brayton cycle) and
steam turbine (Rankine cycle)
The overall efficiency of the combined cycle can be derived as follows. We
denote the heat received by the gas turbine as Qi n and the heat rejected to
the atmosphere as Qout . The hot exhaust gases from the gas turbine is used
to generate steam by passing it through a heat exchanger with a live steam
temperature between 420 and 580◦C. This steam will be used to generate ad-
ditional electricity via a steam turbine. In Topper converts the input energy
Qi n with efficiency of ηT providing a useful amount of mechanical energy
equal to ηT Qi n . If we assume that the remaining energy (1−ηT )Qi n can be
transferred entirely to the Bottomer system and that it will be converted with
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efficiency of ηB it will provide a useful amount of mechanical energy equal to
ηB (1−ηT )Qi n . Therefore, the total useful energy for a combined cycle is equal
to
W = ηT Qi n +ηB (1−ηT )Qi n = (ηT +ηB −ηTηB )Qi n (1.2)
The ratio between the total work and the input heat Qi n is the global effi-
ciency of the combined cycle:
ηCC = W
Qi n
= ηT +ηB −ηTηB (1.3)
Equation 1.3 gives insight into why combined cycles are so successful. Let
us suppose that the gas turbine cycle has an efficiency of 40%, which is a rep-
resentative value for current Brayton cycle gas turbines, and the Rankine cycle
has an efficiency of 30%. The combined cycle efficiency would be 58%, which
is a very large increase over either of the two simple cycles. As one can see, the
overall efficiency can also become very high. However, economic considera-
tions, suggest the designer to choose a crossover between the fuel saving and
to justify the additional costs resulting from the increased complexity of the
combined cycle compared to the traditional ones.
1.2 Economic aspect of Power Generation
The total cost of a power generation plant or system should be as low as
possible. This cost depends on three important factors: the capital cost, the
fuel cost, and the operating costs. The capital cost is the price of the kilo-
watt installed, which depends on such factors as the expected lifetime of the
station, the extent to which it is used, and its reliability. The fuel cost is di-
rectly related to the efficiency of the plant and the initial price of the raw fuel
to be used. The operating and maintenance costs depend on the degree of
simplicity and directness of the apparatus. Thus, it seems clear that efficiency
alone is not always overriding criterion. A device of low efficiency but with
low capital costs can compete under some circumstances. For instance, if the
use of topper in a power plant is to be defendend, the total cost of the output
kilowatt-hour for the conventional-topper plant should be larger than that of
the plant alone. If cT is the fixed cost per unit energy produced by the topper
of efficiency ηT , cB the cost produced by the conventional plant of efficiency
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ηB and c f is the fuel cost per unit heat input Qi n the total cost Ct of the output
power from the conventional topper plant will be
Ct =Qi ncBηB +Qi ncTηT
1−ηT
+ Qi nc f
1−ηT
; (1.4)
The first two terms on the right hand side of this equation represent the
capital and operation costs of the conventional plant and the topper, respec-
tively, whereas, the third therm represent the cost of the fuel. From figure 1.5
that show a combined cycle, it is seen that the total electric energy output is:
W =Qi nηB +Qi nηT
1−ηT
; (1.5)
Therefore, the cost cT per unit energy output will be equal to the ratio of
equation 1.4 to 1.5:
ct =
cBηB (1−ηT )+ cTηT + c f
ηB (1−ηT )+ηT
; (1.6)
For the topping to be economical, ct should be smaller than the cost of the
conventional plant alone:
ct < cB + c f /ηB (1.7)
This condition becomes
cT
cB
< 1+ c f (1−τB )
cBτB
(1.8)
For modern power plants this ratio is slightly larger than two. Also note
that this ratio is independent of the topping efficiency and it is only a function
of the efficiency of the conventional power plant, the fuel cost per unit heat
input, and the capital and operating costs of the conventional plant.
1.3 Direct energy conversion systems
As seen, the possibilities of improving significantly the conventional en-
ergy conversion processes are mainly related to technological progress. They
still have small margins and for this reason the researchers have turned to
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the development of other systems, so-called no-conventional. In the conven-
tional conversion systems a significant loss of energy occurs, as mentioned,
in the transition from thermal to mechanical energy (thermodynamic conver-
sion). Research is focusing its efforts on conversion processes that do not use
this step. The absence of moving mechanical parts, in particular, may allow
the achievement of operating temperatures much higher than those typical of
conventional processes, resulting therefore, at least potentially, a higher con-
version efficiency. These processes are known as direct conversion, as primary
and secondary energy is converted directly into electricity without the need to
pass through a stage of mechanical energy [15]. The direct energy conversion
methods that nowadays are taken into account in terms of industrial applica-
tion are:
- Photovoltaic generation systems (Photovoltaic Solar Cells) [19] [7];
- Electrochemical energy conversion (Fuel Cells) [1];
- Magnetohydrodynamic generation(MHD) [4];
- Electrogasdynamic generation(EGD)[16];
- Thermoeletric power generation [2];
In the first two processes the conversion from the primary to the secondary
energy form takes place avoiding the conversion in the intermediate thermal
energy. The figure 1.6 shows the energy conversion stages in the direct gener-
ation of electric energy.
The design of an energy converter is often dictated by the type of energy to
be converted, although it is the duty of the engineer to seek out new and more
efficient ways of transforming the primary sources of the energy into electric-
ity. There are many reasons for the use of new and direct conversion schemes.
These can be grouped into three important areas: efficiency, reliability, and
the use of new sources of energy. It is hoped that when a processes occurs
directly, rather than passing through several steps, it is likely to be more effi-
cient. This will lead to less expenditure of the primary energy reserve and a
lower investment per installed unit power. Efficiencies are, however, still low
at this stage of development of most direct energy conversion schemes. As
for reliability, there are places where energy conversion equipment must run
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Figure 1.6: Direct energy conversion stages
for years without breaking down and without maintenance. These are situa-
tion where the ultimate reliability is required. Finally, the possibility of using
new sources of energy seems enhanced by the development of the new direct
energy converters.
There are many ways whereby the direct energy conversion of thermal to
electrical energy can be obtained. In the following section the main one, mag-
netohydrodynamic power generation , is mentioned very briefly to give an
overall background picture of the interest in direct conversion.
1.4 Magnetohydrodynamic power generation
The magnetohydrodynamic power generator [23] is a device that gener-
ates electric power by means of the interaction of a moving fluid (usually a
ionized gas or plasma) and a magnetic field. As all direct conversion processes,
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also the MHD generators can convert thermal energy directly into electricity
without moving parts. In this way the static energy converters, with no moving
mechanical part, can improve the dynamic conversion, working at tempera-
ture more higher than conventional processes. The typical configuration of
MHD generator is shown in figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: MHD channel
The underlying principle of MHD power generation is elegantly simple.
Typically, an electrically conducting gas is produced at high pressure by com-
bustion of a fossil fuel. The gas is then directed through a magnetic field, re-
sulting due to the Hall effect. The MHD system constitutes a heat engine, in-
volving an expansion of the gas from high to low pressure in a manner similar
to that employed in a conventional gas turbogenerator. In the turbogenerator,
the gas interacts with blade surfaces to drive the turbine and the attached elec-
tric generator. In the MHD system, the kinetic energy of the gas is converted
directly to electric energy as it is allowed to expand.
It is known, that if we have a current flowing in a conductor immersed in a
magnetic field, in the same conductor will be generated a Lorentz’s force that
is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field and to the current. The
force can be expressed by the formula:
~F = q~v ×~B (1.9)
where q is the electric charge moving with velocity ~v into a magnetic field
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induction ~B .
In an MHD converter the electrical conductor is replaced by a plasma cur-
rent at high speed and with high temperature to be partially ionized [21]. So,
the current flow is not only made of electrically neutral molecules but also
with a mix of positive ions and electrons. When an high velocity gas flows into
convergent-divergent duct and passes through the magnetic field an e.m.f is
induced, mutual perpendicular to the magnetic field direction and to the di-
rection of the gas flow. Electrodes in opposite side walls of the MHD flow
channel provide an interface to an external circuit. Electrons pass from the
fluid at one wall to an electrode, to an external load, to the electrode on the
opposite wall, and then back to the fluid, completing a circuit. Thus the MHD
channel flow is a direct current source that can be applied directly to an ex-
ternal load or can be linked with a power conditioning converter to produce
alternating current. Of course, the electric energy produced is proportional
to the reduction of kinetic energy and enthalpy of the fluid current. MHD ef-
fects can be produced with electrons in metallic liquids such as mercury and
sodium or in hot gases containing ions and free electrons. In both cases, the
electrons are highly mobile and move readily among the atoms and ions while
local net charge neutrality is maintained. Any small volume of the fluid con-
tains the same total positive charges in the ions and negative charges, because
any charge imbalance would produce large electrostatic forces to restore the
balance. Most theoretical and experimental work and power plant develop-
ment and application studies have focussed on high-temperature ionized gas
as the working fluid. Unfortunately, most common gases do not ionize sig-
nificantly at temperatures obtainable with fossil fuel chemical reactions. This
makes it necessary to seed the hot gasses with small amounts of ionizable ma-
terials such as alkali metals. Materials such as cesium and potassium have
ionization potentials low enough that they ionize at temperatures obtainable
with combustion reaction in air. Recovery and reuse of seed materials from
the MHD channel exhaust are usually considered necessary from both eco-
nomic and pollution standpoints.
Interest in MHD power generation was originally stimulated by the obser-
vation that the interaction of a plasma with a magnetic field could occur at
much higher temperatures than were possible in a rotating mechanical tur-
bine. The limiting performance from the point of view of efficiency of a heat
engine is limited by the Carnot cycle. The efficiency of the Carnot cycle, which
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establishes the maximum theoretical efficiency of a heat engine, is obtained
by applying the equation 1.1. As shown in the figure 1.2, if the source temper-
ature is 3000K and the sink temperature 300K , the maximum theoretical effi-
ciency would be 90%. Allowing for the inefficiencies introduced by finite heat
transfer rates and component inefficiencies in real heat engines, a system em-
ploying an MHD generator offers the potential of an ultimate efficiency in the
range of 60 to 65%. This is much better than the 35 to 40% efficiency that can
be achieved in a modern conventional thermal power station [22].
The power output of an MHD generator for each cubic metre of its channel
volume is proportional to the product of the gas conductivity, the square of
the gas velocity, and the square of the strength of the magnetic field through
which the gas passes. For MHD generators to operate competitively with good
performance and reasonable physical dimensions, the electrical conductivity
of the plasma must be in a temperature range above about 1800K .
Apart of the MHD power generator, other apparatus are necessary to form
the overall MHD system. It is necessary to burn the fuel and the oxidizer, to
add the seed, and to make arrangements for exporting the generated electri-
cal power. The fuel is usually fossil and the oxidizer is air, for obvious eco-
nomic reasons. For large systems, some precautions should be taken to limit
the amount of losses. The air may be enriched with more oxygen, and preheat-
ing of the incoming oxidizer becomes necessary to allow thermal ionization.
In practice a number of issues must be considered in the implementation of a
MHD generator: Generator efficiency, Economics, and Toxic products. These
issues are affected by the choice of one of the three MHD generator designs.
These are the Faraday generator, the Hall generator, and the disk generator
[20].
A simple Faraday generator would consist of a wedge-shaped pipe or tube
of some non-conductive material. When an electrically conductive fluid flows
through the tube, in the presence of a significant perpendicular magnetic field,
a charge is induced in the field, which can be drawn off as electrical power by
placing the electrodes on the sides at 90 degree angles to the magnetic field.
The main practical problem of a Faraday generator is that differential voltages
and currents in the fluid short through the electrodes on the sides of the duct.
The most powerful waste is from the Hall effect current.
The most common answer is to use the Hall effect to create a current that
flows with the fluid. The normal scheme is to place arrays of short, vertical
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electrodes on the sides of the duct. The first and last electrodes in the duct
supply the load. Each other electrode is shorted to an electrode on the op-
posite side of the duct. Losses are less than that of a Faraday generator, and
voltages are higher because there is less shorting of the final induced current.
However, this design has problems because the speed of the material flow re-
quires the middle electrodes to be offset to ’catch’ the Faraday currents. As the
load varies, the fluid flow speed varies, misaligning the Faraday current with
its intended electrodes, and making the generator’s efficiency very sensitive to
its load.
The third, currently most efficient answer is the Hall effect disk genera-
tor. This design currently holds the efficiency and energy density records for
MHD generation. A disk generator has fluid flowing between the center of
a disk, and a duct wrapped around the edge. The magnetic excitation field is
made by a pair of circular Helmholtz coils above and below the disk. The Fara-
day currents flow in a perfect dead short around the periphery of the disk. The
Hall effect currents flow between ring electrodes near the center and ring elec-
trodes near the periphery. Another significant advantage of this design is that
the magnet is more efficient. First, it has simple parallel field lines. Second,
because the fluid is processed in a disk, the magnet can be closer to the fluid,
and magnetic field strengths increase as the 7th power of distance. Finally, the
generator is compact for its power, so the magnet is also smaller. The resulting
magnet uses a much smaller percentage of the generated power.
As of 1994, the 22% efficiency record for closed-cycle disk MHD generators
was held by Tokyo Technical Institute. Typical open-cycle Hall duct coal MHD
generators are lower, near 17%. These efficiencies make MHD unattractive,
by itself, for utility power generation, since conventional Rankine cycle power
plants easily reach 40%.
However, the exhaust of an MHD generator burning fossil fuel is almost as
hot as the flame of a conventional steam boiler. By routing its exhaust gases
into a boiler to make steam, MHD and a steam Rankine cycle can convert fos-
sil fuels into electricity with an estimated efficiency up to 60 percent, com-
pared to the 40 percent of a typical coal plant. Retrofitting and/or repowering
of existing thermal power plants is possible with a significant increase of the
efficiency of the plant. Efficiencies greater than 65-70% can be reached if a
triple cycle, including an MHD generator, a gas turbine and a steam turbine,
is utilized. The abundance of coal reserves throughout much of the world has
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favoured the development of coal-fired MHD systems for electric power pro-
duction. Coal can be burned at a temperature high enough to provide thermal
ionization. However, as the gas expands along the duct or channel, its electri-
cal conductivity drops along with its temperature. Thus, power production
with thermal ionization is essentially finished when the temperature falls to
about 2,500 K (about 2,200◦C, or 4,000◦F). To be economically competitive,
a coal-fired power station would have to combine an MHD generator with a
conventional steam plant in what is termed a binary cycle. The hot gas is first
passed through the MHD generator (a process known as topping) and then
onto the turbogenerator of a conventional steam plant (the bottoming phase).
An MHD power plant employing such an arrangement is known as an open-
cycle [13], or once-through, system. The figure 1.8 shows the typical open
cycle scheme for a coal-fired MHD systems for electric power production [12].
Figure 1.8: The typical open cycle scheme for a coal-fired MHD systems
Coal combustion as a source of heat has several advantages. For exam-
ple, it results in coal slag, which under magnetohydrodynamic conditions is
molten and provides a layer that covers all of the insulator and electrode walls.
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The electrical conductivity of this layer is sufficient to provide conduction be-
tween the gas and the electrode structure but not so high as to cause signifi-
cant leakage of electric currents and consequent power loss. The reduction in
thermal losses to the walls because of the slag layer more than compensates
for any electrical losses arising from its presence. However, the dust could
degrade the MHD generator elements. In fact, an important item in the de-
velopment of the MHD generator is the development of a durable electrode.
The development of suitable materials for use in mhd generator is one of the
most challenging areas. The very high temperatures (2700 K) coupled with
the highly corrosive seed-laden atmosphere limit the choice of materials in
contact with the plasma. These materials in contact with the high temper-
ature plasmas in mhd generator are simultaneously subjected to stresses of
mechanical, thermal, chemical and electromagnetic nature. The use of a seed
material in conjunction with coal offers environmental benefits. In particu-
lar, the recombination chemistry that occurs in the duct of an MHD generator
favours the formation of potassium sulfate in the combustion of high-sulfur
coals, thereby reducing sulfur dioxide emissions to the atmosphere. The need
to recover seed material also ensures that a high level of particulate removal
is built into an MHD coal-fired plant. Finally, by careful design of the boiler
and the combustion controls, low levels of nitrogen oxide emissions can be
achieved. The problems due to the direct combustion of coal can be overcome
combining the MHD generator on the Integrated Gasification Combined Cy-
cle (IGCC). it is a technology that turns coal into gas synthesis gas (syngas). All
the treatments on the gas are performed before the combustion, so that the
electrostatic precipitator is no longer necessary. On the other hand, eliminat-
ing the most part of the sulfur before the Claus/Scot process is a great advan-
tage, in particular in the cases of coal with a high percentage of sulfur. In addi-
tion to natural gas as a fuel source, more MHD power generation systems have
been proposed. A magnetohydrodynamic generator might be heated by a Nu-
clear reactor (either fission or fusion). Reactors of this type operate at tem-
peratures as high as 2000◦C. By pumping the reactor coolant into a magne-
tohydrodynamic generator before a traditional heat exchanger an estimated
efficiency of 60% can be realised. The figure 1.9 shown the typical close-cycle
system for nuclear source [24].
In theory, solar concentrators can provide thermal energy at a tempera-
ture high enough to provide thermal ionization. Thus, solar-based MHD sys-
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Figure 1.9: The typical close cycle scheme for nuclear source
tems [25] have potential, provided that solar collectors can be developed that
operate reliably for extended periods at high temperatures. MHD generators
have not been employed for large scale mass energy conversion because other
techniques with comparable efficiency have a lower lifecycle investment cost.
Advances in natural gas turbines achieved similar thermal efficiencies at lower
costs, by having the turbine’s exhaust drive a Rankine cycle steam plant. To get
more electricity from coal, it is cheaper to simply add more low-temperature
steam-generating capacity. Presently, the most often considered use if MHD
generator is as a topping device for conventional steam plants. The fact there
are no moving mechanical parts will make operation at high temperature fea-
sible. The upper limit temperature in a steam plant is about 750◦C, which is
far below the temperatures reached by MHD generators (about 2700◦C). To
obtain good conducting gases, it is necessary to add cesium or potassium as
seed materials and to solve the problem of corrosion. Advances in refractory
material are needed. The cost of seeding increases substantially the cost of
installed power. The cost of wall material is an important part of the total cost
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of an MHD generator. Good insulating and refractory materials working for a
reasonably long time without deterioration should be found. The problem of
high temperatures could be alleviated by the use of some type of nonthermal
ionization. This can also make the possibility of a nuclear reactor MHD gen-
erator coupling feasible, with the advantage of having an entirely static power
plant. From the tremendous amount of work done in this field, both theo-
retically and experimentally, it seems that a fossil fueled MHD topper is the
most promising MHD generator and most probably will be the first to be op-
erating to on the industrial level. Many problems need to be solved before an
MHD power plant becomes competitive: seed recovery, superconductivity for
the magnet, high temperature materials, AC power generation, and progress
in non equilibrium ionization techniques.
Chapter 2
Physical principles
Before treating the following chapters it will be hopeful to review the im-
portant physics principles. This chapter is divided into two parts: thermody-
namics, and Plasma physics.
2.1 Heat and work [28] [8]
It is well know that when two systems at different temperatures are placed
togheter, both will reach a final temperature which is between the initial tem-
perature of the two systems. It is know that heat has been transferred from one
system to the other. It can be said that heat is what is transferred between a
system and the world outside (of the system) as a results of temperature differ-
ence only. As a result, heat can be measured, and a unit of heat can be defined
as the heat necessary for the production of a standard change in temperature.
One of the important unit of heat is the calorie. One calorie (cal) is the quan-
tity of heat necessary to raise the temperature of 1 g of water from 14.5◦C to
15.5◦C. The heat capacity C is an important characteristic of body. It is defined
as the ratio of the quantity of heat ∆Q supplied to a body to its corresponding
temperature rise ∆T , or in the limit C = δQ/δT . The specific heat cM is the
heat capacity per unit mass M:
cMγ=C /M (2.1)
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the specific heat of a material has a unique value only when the conditions of
volume and pressure are specified. At constant pressure pr the unique value
of cMγ is
cp = 1
M
δQ
dT
]
pr
(2.2)
and a constant volume V it is
cv = 1
M
δQ
dT
]
V
(2.3)
Heat can also be defined as energy flowing from one system to another be-
cause of a temperature difference between the two systems. The energy trans-
mitted without affecting the temperatures is defined as work W. Both Q and W
are associated with the interaction between the system and the surrounding
environment. If the system is a gas in a cylindrical container with a movable
piston, where the gas under pressure works on a piston by exerting a force and
producing a displacement of the piston as shown in figure 2.1, Q and W can
be computed for a specific thermodynamic process. The gas at pressure pr
Figure 2.1: Cylindrical container with a movable piston and a gas under pres-
sure
does work δW in the piston of surface area S by exerting a force F = pr S and
producing a displacement d s. The amount of this work is δW = F d s, or
δW = pr dW (2.4)
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where V is the volume of gas. The total work W done by the system on the
piston is
W =
∫ V f
Vi
pr dV (2.5)
where Vi stands for initial volume and V f stands for final volume as show in
the figure 2.2. There are many ways in which the system can be taken from
Figure 2.2: P-V diagram where the work done by the system is represented by
the shaded area
the initial state to the final state. It can be seen that the work done by a system
depends on both the initial and final states end on the path between these
states the same can be said about the heat lost or gained by the system.
2.1.1 The first law of thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics is an expression of the principle of con-
servation of energy. It states that energy can be transformed (changed from
one form to another), but cannot be created or destroyed. The first law of ther-
modynamics says that energy is conserved in any process involving a thermo-
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dynamic system and its surroundings. A system that is in contact with other
systems loses energy to, or gains energy from, the other systems. When a
system has its state changed from Si to S f by following different paths, it is
found that the difference Q −W is always the same, independent of the path
followed. This difference depends only on the initial and final states and is
defined as the internal energy function U . It represent the internal energy
change of the system. From the principle of conversation of energy,
dU = δQ−δW (2.6)
where δQ and δW are infinitesimal amount of heat supplied to the system
and work done by the system, respectively. A process is called adiabatic when
the change of state is accomplished without any transfer of heat (δQ = 0). An
adiabatic process in which no work is performed on or by the system is called
a free expansion process (δQ = δW = δU = 0).
2.1.2 Kinetic theory of gases
It is well know that all gases can be approximated by an ideal gas model if
their density is not too high. An ideal gas can be described by the equation of
state
PV = nRT (2.7)
where
- P is the pressure;
- V is the volume;
- n is the amount of substance of the gas (in moles);
- T is the absolute temperature;
This equation represent the macroscopic state of an ideal gas. Microscop-
ically, an ideal gas is assumed to be in random motion, obeying Newton’s laws
of motion. The relationships between the macroscopic characteristics and the
macroscopic quantities P , V , and T can be found. It is found that P = 12 Mnv2
where M is the molecular mass and v is the particle mean square velocity. By
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taking into consideration the equation of state, the total translational kinetic
energy of the gas molecules is found to be directly proportional to the absolute
temperature T :
T =
1
2 M v
2
3
2 k
(2.8)
where k is the Boltzmann constant ,k = RnN = Rk = 1.38×10−23 J/◦K , where
N is the total number of molecules N = nV and N0 is the Avogadro’s number,
N0 = Nn = Rk = 6.023×1023 molecules/mole. The equation of state can be writ-
ten PV = N kT . The internal energy of a ideal gas is found to depend only on
temperature, U = 32 N kT .
2.1.3 The Carnot cycle
In a simple heat engine, heat is extracted from a heat source at one tem-
perature and rejected to another source at a lower temperature, with a useful
work output. In figure 2.3, the heat Qh from the boiler, which is at temperature
Th , is transferred to a heat engine, and heat Qc is transferred from the engine
to the radiator, which is at a lower temperature Tc . For an engine to operate
indefinitely, it should return to its initial state periodically after following a
certain cycle. Consider the system of figure 2.3; from the first law (dU = 0).
W =Qh −Qc (2.9)
where Qh is the heat from the boiler, with temperature Th , transferred to a heat
engine, and then, Qc is the heat transferred from the engine to the radiator,
which is at a lower temperature Tc . The thermal efficiency η is the ratio of the
output to the input. Thus η=W /Qh and introducing 2.9,
η= 1− Qc
Qh
(2.10)
Increasing Qh and decreasing Qc results in a more efficient engine. There
are an infinite variety of possible cycles and many different kinds are utilized
for engines. A particular important one is the Carnot cycle. This is an idealized
cycle for converting heat into mechanical energy, and it is illustrated by the
p−V diagram of figure 2.4 for the case of a gas. The cycle is composed of four
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Figure 2.3: Example of a heat engine
Figure 2.4: P-V diagram of a Carnot cycle of a gas
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paths delineated by the intersection of a pair of adiabatics (Q = cost ant ) and
a pair of isotherms (T=constant).
1. Path a-b: isothermal expansion at high temperature Th ;
2. Path b-c: adiabatic expansion;
3. Path c-d: isothermal compression at low temperature Tc ;
4. Path d-a: adiabatic compression.
For an ideal gas subjected to the Carnot cycle, it is easy to show that Qh/Th =
Qc /Tc , and that from equation 2.10 the Carnot efficiency is ηc = 1−Tc /Th ,
where the temperature are in Kelvin. It can be shown that for any real engine
operating between Th and Tc , the efficiency cannot exceed the carnot effi-
ciency, and always η ≤ ηc . This is a serious limitation on efficiency, since Tc
can never reach 0K and Th is limited by obvious technological problems.
2.2 Basic Elements of Plasma Physics [10] [18]
Plasma is a state of the matter similar to gas, in which a part of molecules
are ionized. Usually the plasmas are subdivided into several typologies, de-
pending on the temperature level. The behavior of the plasma is rather dif-
ferent from that of neutral fluid, because electromagnetic forces affect the dy-
namics of the particles. For increasing values of temperature, the matter firstly
passes from a solid to a liquid state, then to a neutral gas and then to a rising
degree of ionization. Depending on such ionization degree we will speak of
cold plasma, thermonuclear plasma and fusion plasma. In a plasma, the ki-
netic energy of electrons and ions is greater than the atomic ionization poten-
tial, and for that it can subsist in equilibrium conditions. In such condition
the equilibrium is described by the Saha equation:
ne ni
nn
= (2pime kT )
3/2
h3
exp
(
−Ui
kT
)
; (2.11)
where
• ni = number of ions per m3;
• me = electron mass;
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• ne = electron concentration per m3;
• nn = number of neutral particles per m3;
• k =1.38 ·1023 J/K in the Boltzmann constant;
• T= temperature in K;
• Ui = ionization energy of the gas;
The presence in the gas of both positive and negative charged particles
makes the dynamic behavior of the gas rather different with respect to a non
ionized gas, due to the presence of long range forces. For this reason it is not
proper to take into account only collisions when one consider the interaction
among particles. On the contrary, sometimes the collisions can be neglected
on first approximation, the dynamic being well described only considering
electric and magnetic interactions.
In plasma, the ionization a dynamic process that takes place when the ki-
netic energy of particles is greater than the ionization energy χ1 which rep-
resents a threshold value. For a given temperature, one has the equilibrium
ionization, where the rate of ionization is equal to the rate with which free
electrons are captured by ions (recombination). In figure 2.5 the behavior of
the ionization of the atomic hydrogen is given. The ionization rate has a max-
imum when the specific energy is 10 times the ionization energy χ1, but as the
temperature increases the recombination rate decreases, so that the ions con-
centration becomes more and more greater as the temperature increases. At
room temperature the ionization is negligible.
The two independent characteristics of a plasma are the charged particle
density n and the temperature T. Since the plasma is in the average neutral,
the positive charge particle number concentration np equals the negatively
charged particle number concentration ne . When the plasma departs from
neutrality , δn = np −ne is defined. Two other characteristics are important
for the description of a plasma. There are the Debye radius rD and the char-
acteristic plasma frequency ωp . The Debye radius is defined as the radius of
a sphere concentric to the charged particle such that at its surface, the kinetic
energy 2γkT of the particles equals eV, where V is the potential. By solving
Poisson’s equation law in spherical cordinates and considering only the effect
of the electron (∆n =−ne ), the Debye radius is found to be equal to
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Figure 2.5: Ionization recombination diagram
rD =
√
εkT
e2ne
(2.12)
To calculate the characteristic plasma frequency, consider a plasma region
of thickness l and displacement of all electrons at distance x. The heavy ions
can be disregarded, since the light electron will react much more quickly. The
balance of forces requires that at equilibrium the force due to the electron field
E be equal to Newton’s force due to the acceleration. After using Poisson’s law
to replace E, a wave equation in x is obtained:
x+ Mε0
ne e2
d 2x
d t 2
= 0 (2.13)
The solution is x = x0exp( jωp t ) whereωp is the characteristic plasma fre-
quency for the electrons; it is equal to
ωp =
√
en
Mε
(2.14)
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The plasma will then oscillate with a frequency fp = ωp /2pi around its
steady state position. A plasma can not exist without charge separation, which
takes place if the collision effects are dominant compared to single particle ef-
fects. The second for existence of a plasma is that on the average the ionized
gas should remain neutral. In order that oscillations may develop in a plasma,
the collisional damping frequency νc should satisfy ωp À νc .
2.2.1 Temperature and Pressure of the Plasma
The pressure of a gas contained in a vessel is given by the relation of Bernoulli:
P = 2
3
ρ
(
1
2
mv2
)
; (2.15)
Where m and v are respectively the mass and the velocity of the generic
particle. In a mono-dimensional gas in thermal equilibrium, the particles ve-
locities follow a Maxwellian distribution:
f (u)= A ·e 1mv
2
2kT ; (2.16)
where n is the total concentration of particles. This is related to the distribu-
tion f (u) by the following:
n =
∫ ∞
−∞
f (u)du; (2.17)
The average kinetic energy is given by:
Eav =
∫∞
−∞
1
2 mu
2 f (u)du∫∞
−∞ f (u)du
(2.18)
By defining vth =
p
(2kT /m) and y = u/vth , the previous relation can be
expressed as:
Eav =
1
2 m Av
3
th
∫∞
−∞ e
−y2 · y2d y
Avth
∫∞
−∞ e−y
2 d y
(2.19)
By solving by parts the numerator, one obtain the following relation valid
for a mono-dimensional flow:
Eav = 1
2
kT (2.20)
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It is possible to demonstrate that in case of three-dimensional distribution
of velocities, the previous relation becomes
Eav = 3
2
kT (2.21)
2.2.2 Unbalanced plasma
Let us consider a ionized gas which in a particular region or instant has
a different number of positive and negative charges. To fix the ideas, we will
consider the case of mono-atomic hydrogen. In said region or instant, one will
have a charge density equal to:
ρ = ne (−e)+ni (+e)= e(ni −ne ) (2.22)
The electric field due to the unbalanced charges gives rise to a repulsive
force that tends to throw out said charges and to re-establish the neutrality
of the gas. Such force is some order of magnitude greater than that due to
the pressure, therefore the interaction of charges carries with neutral parti-
cles cannot reach the equilibrium with repulsive forces between charges of
the same sign, but anyway they can affect the dynamic behavior of charges
carries. In the presence of an external electric field, applied to the plasma
by means of the plates of a capacitor, the charges carries migrate toward the
plate of opposite sign forming two clouds of charge, until the total field in the
plasma is null. The depth of the layer is given by the Debye’s length.
2.2.3 Length of Debye
The length of Debye is one of the most important parameters which char-
acterize a plasma. In order to defining it, let us assume the distribution be
mono-dimensioal. Let Φ be the potential in the position x = 0. Let us further
assume that the mobility of electrons is much greater than that of ions. From
Poisson’s equation derives:
ε0
d 2Φ
d x2
=−e(ni −ne ) (2.23)
The distribution of velocities of a ionized gas, where a potential is present,
is given by the Boltzmann’s equation:
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f (u)= A ·e (1/2)mu
2+qΦ
kT (2.24)
By integrating for Φ→ 0 with boundary conditions: ne = ni and ne = n∞
one obtains :
ne = n∞e
eΦ
kT (2.25)
By substituting this expression in the Poisson’s equation we obtain:
ε0
d 2Φ
d x2
= en∞
(
e
eΦ
kT −1
)
= en∞
[
eΦ
kT
+ 1
2
(
eΦ
kT
)2
+ ...
]
= en∞ eΦ
kT
(2.26)
By defining λD =
√
ε0kT
ne2 (length Debye), we can obtain the trend of the
potential:
Φ=Φ0 ·e−|x|/λD (2.27)
The length of Debye gives us the dimension of the layer of charges, which
is related to the action radius of Coulombian interactions in the plasma. The
most influencing parameter of plasma results to be the electrons concentra-
tion, as the mobility of the ions is rather lower.
2.2.4 Gas conductivity
A gas, to be utilized as a working fluid, should be sufficiently conducting,
therefore, ionized. Ionization is a process in which electrons are removed from
atom. Conductivity is due to the free electrons and positive ions which move
under the effect of electric field. The electrical conductivity of an ionized gas
may be calculated approximately by considering the current density ~J result-
ing from an applied electric field ~E .
~J =σ~E (2.28)
the current density can also be defined as a function of velocity of ions which
move under the effect of the electric field.
~J = nev (2.29)
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where n is the number concentration of ions or electrons, e is the elec-
tronic charge, and v is the velocity of the electrons. The mobility b is defined
by:
v = b~E (2.30)
Introducing equation 2.30 into 2.29 and comparing 2.28 and 2.29 yields
σ= neb (2.31)
In the absence of an electric field, the paths of the particles are straight
lines disturbed only after collisions, in a random manner. The effect of the
electric field is to create a drift velocity of the particles in the direction of the
field after each collision. If τ is the average collision time of a particular elec-
tron, the increase of its mean relative velocity will be from zero to (eEτ/M) .
Therefore, the average velocity will be v¯ = eEτ/2M and the mobility will be
b = eτ/2M . Replacing b by its value in equation 2.31 We have:
σ= 1
2
ne2τ/M (2.32)
Taking into account the fact that there is a random distribution about the
mean collision time τ, the coefficient 1/2 should be replaced by a more general
factor lλ. It is also practical to use the collision frequency νc instead of τ, then
νc is defined as νc = 1/τ and equation 2.32 becomes
σ= lλne
2
Mνc
(2.33)
In their motion under the effect of the electric field, the electrons may col-
lide with any type particle existing in the plasma, such as electrons, ions, and
neutral particles. The effect of electron- electron collisions can be neglected,
since they will not change the average energy of the electrons in an apprecia-
ble manner. If νen and νei are the collision frequencies of the electron with
the neutral particles and the ions, respectively, the total collision frequency
can be written νc = νen +νei . Replacing νc by its value in equation 2.33, it is
found that 1/σ = 1/σen + 1/σei , where σen and σei are the electron-neutral
particle and electron-ion conductivities, respectively
σ= lλne
2
Mνen
(2.34)
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σ= lλne
2
Mνei
(2.35)
the collision frequencies are related to the collision cross sections Qen of elec-
trons with neutral particles, and Qei of electron with ions, according to the
relations
νen = nn v¯Qen (2.36)
and
νen = ni v¯Qei (2.37)
If a magnetic field is applied, the electrons will drift in a direction influ-
enced by the magnetic field and not necessarily parallel to the electric field.
Under these conditions the electrical conductivity becomes a tensor. On the
other hand, since the Hall parameter for ions is smaller than that for elec-
trons, due to their higher ionic mass, the ion current is not as greatly affected
by the presence of the magnetic field. As the magnetic field is increased, the
electron current decreases to the point where it becomes of the same order
of magnitude as the ionic current. This phenomenon is called ion slip, and
arrangements should be taken to avoid it.
There are several type of ionization:
- Thermal ionization;
- Magnetically induced ionization;
- Radio-frequency wave induced ionization;
- Radioactivity;
- Photoionization;
- Electron-beam ionization;
- Flames;
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Thermal ionization
The thermal ionization is the most important method of ionizing a plasma.
In this case, ionization is obtained by giving enough thermal energy to the
gas. Considering a gas in thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature T, the
equilibrium of the ionization reaction, A ⇔ A++ e can be calculated by using
statistical mechanical principles. This has been done by Saha leading to his
famous equation
ne ni
nn
= 2 Pi
Pn
(
2piMkT
h2
)3/2
exp
(
−eVi
kT
)
(2.38)
where ne , ni , and nn are the electron, ion, and neutral particle densities, Pi
and Pn are the internal partition functions for the ion and the neutral particles,
respectively, and Vi is the ionization potential of the gas. If it is assumed that
the plasma is, on the average, neutral and only partially ionized, then ne =
ni ¿ nn . Introducing this in the equation 2.38, we get
ne =
(
2nnPi
Pn
)1/2 (2piMkT
h2
)3/2
exp
(
−
1
2 eVi
kT
)
(2.39)
and by replacing ne by its value in equations 2.34 and 2.35, one can obtain the
expression for the conductivities. Note here that the conductivity is inversely
proportional to the square root of the gas density nn . The ration (Pi /Pn) de-
pends on the nature of the material and on the temperature. To have a large
value ofσ, ne should be large. From equation 2.39, it follows that the degree of
ionization will be much large for small values of the ionization potential. The
ionization potential of the air, combustion gases, and noble gases used for di-
rect conversion generators, as MHD generator and EHD generator, is usually
very high. This fact led to the necessary of seeding the gas with material with
a low Vi such as cesium or potassium.
2.2.5 Force between charge carries
There are two important classes of intermolecular forces: short-range forces
and long-range forces. Short-range forces are repulsive because the atoms
are so close to each other that their clouds overlap. Long-range forces such
as those due to electrostatic, inductive, and dispersive effects are attractive.
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Many mathematical models have been proposed to the description of the long-
range potential. A simple realistic model is deduced from the hard sphere
suggestion in which the potential is assumed equal to zero outside the hard
molecule and becomes infinite at its surface. A more realistic model has been
proposed by Lennard-Jones and it is widely used.
eV (r )= 4²r = 4²m[(rm/r )12− (rm/r )6] (2.40)
This is shown in figure 2.6. ²m is the maximum energy of attraction which
Figure 2.6: The Leonnard-Jones potential.
occurs at r0 = 21/6rm . This equation for most spherical nonpolar molecules,
r is the distance between the particles, and rm s the distance at which the
potential reaches its minimum. In the presence of an electric field ~E , the force
~F acting on a medium of charge density ρe is F = ρe~E , and in the presence of
an electromagnetic field, the Lorenz force is
~F =~J ×~B +ρe~E (2.41)
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2.2.6 Boltzmann equation
In describing the behaviour of a plasma, which necessarily consists of a
large number of particles, a statistical approach is used. This approach, known
as classical statistics, is based on the laws of classical mechanics. It is valid
only for systems in which the total volume is much larger than the individ-
ual volume of particle. If the effect of collision is considered, the well known
Boltzmann’s equation is found readily:
∂ fe
∂t
+ v ∂ fe
∂r
+
~F
M
∂ fe
∂v
= ∂ fe
∂t
(2.42)
The velocity distribution function fe gives the probability that a particle
of velocity v and the coordinate ~r be in the phase space. The left-hand side
of the equation is the drift term and the right-hand is the collision term. The
force acting on the particle is F (~r , t ). Boltzmann equation is valid for each
type of plasma particle separately. It is very important, since all the transport
coefficients can be deduced directly from it. When the force is due to an elec-
tromagnetic field, its value becomes ~F = e(~E + v ×~B).
2.2.7 Transport phenomena
In the absence of any external force, the random motion of the plasma
particle will result in a particle current from one region to another only if there
exist gradients of particle density, pressure, or temperature in the plasma. The
next effect of an applied external force is to cause the particles to move in a
direction determined by the force. The existence of such motion results in
mass and charge transports which are the most elementary of the transport
phenomena. These phenomena are simply described by five transport coeffi-
cients: diffusion D , mobility b, electrical conductivity σ, thermal conductivity
k, and viscosity ν. Considering a general case where the distribution function
is the solution of equation 2.42 the particle current density is
Γ=
Ñ
al l v
fe vd
3v (2.43)
In the case of free diffusion, this net current density becomes necessarily
proportional to the concentration gradient, the constant of proportional be-
ing by definition the diffusion coefficient D .
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Γdi f =−D∇n (2.44)
Under the effect of an externally applied force, the particles acquire a drift
velocity vd and are said to have a mobility b. If the external force is due to an
applied electric field ~E , the resulting drift velocity of the particles can readily
be obtained from the equation of balance of forces:
vd =
e
M
〈
1
νc
〉
E (2.45)
where
〈
1
νc
〉
is the inverse the collision frequency averaged over the distribu-
tion function. The mobility is defined as the ratio of the drift velocity over the
electric field, b = vd /E , and, comparing this equation to equation 2.44, it is
found that
b = e
M
〈
1
νc
〉
(2.46)
One of the transport coefficients is the electrical conductivity defined as
the net flow of charges in response to an applied electric field. It is found ex-
perimentally that the current density produced by an electric field is propor-
tional to it, the constant of the proportionality being by definition the electri-
cal conductivity
~J =σ~E (2.47)
which is known as a Ohm’s law. Since the electric field is nothing more than a
potential gradient, equation 2.47 can be written in a form similar to equation
2.44, or
~J =σ∇V (2.48)
where V is the electrical potential. The current density is expressed in terms
of the distribution fe by
~J =−e
Ñ
al l v
fe vd
3v (2.49)
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The result of this integration for different types of plasmas determines the
value of the conductivity in terms of such quantities as the electronic temper-
ature and density.

Chapter 3
Inductive MHD generator
In this chapter I present the study and the results obtained for an inductive
MHD generator. The presented device is an innovative direct energy conver-
sion generator and it can be used for converting thermal energy of fuel and/or
thermal energy stored in fluids into electrical energy with a high thermody-
namic efficiency and a high rate of energy conversion. The conventional MHD
generator has been studied since early of past century [23] as an alternative to
the gas turbine based energy conversion. The MHD have the advantage of be-
ing a static heat engine. In this machine electricity is produced by passing an
ionized gas across a magnetic field. In practice, this kind of machines can only
be efficient if the charges concentration in the gas is raised to a level at which
the conductivity is adequate. This is usually obtained by heating the gas to
a high temperature and seeding it with alkaline metals or with other ionizing
elements. The high temperatures needed to ionize the gas is in practice one
of the main problems of the known MHD generators but it is not the only one.
Two further problems have to be taken into account. The first one concerns
the need to have a high magnetic field (about 5T) with the consequent need to
use superconducting windings and the second one concerns the deterioration
of the electrodes which are in contact with the plasma at high temperature.
The proposed device allows to overcome the typical drawbacks of the con-
ventional MHD generators. In fact the proposed device does not need an ex-
ternal magnetic field to work, but it performs the energy conversion by means
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of the induction principle. This is possible thanks to a pulsed ionization of
the fluid current, carried out with an electrode dipped in the fluid current,
followed by a charge separation with a stationary electric field.
3.1 Physical phenomena Description
The inductive MHD generator here presented can convert the energy from
fossil fuel directly into electricity, and for that it can be considered into the
direct energy conversion category. As all the energy direct conversion pro-
cesses, also the inductive MHD generator studied, can convert the thermal
energy into electricity without moving parts. As enlighten in the first chapter,
the absence of moving parts can improve the efficiency of the conversion, al-
lows one working at temperature higher than conventional processes and this
permits to obtain higher efficiency of the energy conversion. The innovation,
respect to the conventional MHD generator, is that the external magnetic field
is no longer necessary. In fact, the proposed device does not need an external
magnetic field to work but the energy conversion is possible thanks to the in-
ductive principle. The working principle of the generator studied is quite sim-
ple. A high speed gas enters in the duct where in the first part it is ionized by
a pulsating electric discharge. The charges of different sign are separated by
using an external electric field. The motion of ionized fluid through an elec-
tric field ~E produces on each charge q of the fluid a force ~F = q~E parallel to
the direction of ~E that separate the charges with different sign in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the motion of the fluid. Downstream of this process a
diaphragm splits the flow in two charges currents, one having an excess of
positive charge, the other of negative charge. In this way a pulsating electric
current is generated around the diaphragm. The current generated induces
an electromotive force in toroidal coils wrapped around a core of very high
magnetic permeability placed in the cavity and around the duct.
In figure 3.1 a functional scheme of the proposed generator is shown. The
generator is composed of three main sections. A first section is dedicated for
the ionization of the inlet fluid, the second one provide the charge separation
and finally in the last section the transmission of energy to the electric load
takes place.
The ionization of the fluid can be obtained in different ways, in this study
it is obtained by means of electrodes powered by a high voltage generator to
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Figure 3.1: Inductive MHD generator functional scheme
generate a electric pulsating discharge. A sufficient number of charge carries
have to be generated during the discharge in order to obtain a meaningful
electrical current. The ionization of the fluid has an important role in the per-
formance of the generator. The electrode must be in contact with the fluid and
placed in the first part of the duct and connected to the high voltage pulse gen-
erator. The high voltage generator must be properly programmed to choose
the optimal parameters of discharge generation.
In the second section the apparatus for the separation of the charges is
composed of two plates of a capacitor externally powered by a DC high voltage
generator. The external electric field has to be calibrated in such a way the
charge carries are separated without to be blocked in the internal side of the
duct (the voltage applied to the capacitor plates must be able to separate the
positive and negative charges produced from the electric discharge, but at the
same time, it should not be so high to cause a block of them on the inner
walls of the duct). At the end of the separation process the fluid is split in two
currents, one having an excess of positive charge and the other one negative.
The two currents enter in the third section of the generator.
When the fluid current reaches the third section of the generator, where
there is the diaphragm, the charge carries are asymmetrically distributed, so
that the fluid is split in two electrically unbalanced flows, that give rise to a ring
of electric current around the diaphragm (see Figure 3.1). In this section the
energy conversion process is carried out, where a part of the energy of the fluid
is transferred to the external load. In fact the ring of electric current is time-
varying, then induces an electromotive force in a toroidal coil wrapped around
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a core of very high magnetic permeability placed in the cavity and around of
the duct.
As can be noted, no external magnetic field has to be generated, the pos-
itive and negative charges are separated by means of a external electric field
and the energy conversion is possible thanks to the inductive process. Fur-
thermore, the electric charge is generated by means of an electric discharge,
therefore provided that the pulsing voltage is enough high, the gas can be ion-
ized also at low temperatures. Finally, the plasma and the electric load are
magnetically coupled, so that no electrode subject to deterioration is neces-
sary. The above advantages can be translated into economic terms, consid-
ering the lower costs for the construction of the generator in study than the
conventional MHD generators. In fact, costs are reduced by the absence of
a complex and expensive system of superconducting windings. The benefits
permitted by this generator can be used, not only to replace the conventional
MHD generators, but also in other applications for direct energy conversion.
3.2 Apparatus description
The device under study has a square section with sides of 110 mm and a
length of 234 mm as shown in figure 3.2. The device consists of: high volt-
age pulse generator, discharge electrodes, DC high voltage generator, capaci-
tor plates, diaphragm, magnetic circuit and the secondary winding. The high
voltage pulsing generator connected with the discharge electrodes form the
necessary components to generate the electric discharge. The DC high volt-
age generator is connected to the capacitor plates and these allow the separa-
tion charges process. The diaphragm, placed inside of the duct, has a airfoil
shape and has internal cavity with rectangular section. The particular airfoil
shape allows one to limit the drag and to abate the internal pressure drop. In
the inner part of the diaphragm (cavity) and around the duct is placed a mag-
netic circuit core with high magnetic permeability. The magnetic circuit core
is made up of two closed loop paths containing a magnetic flux generated by
time varying current, created after charges separation, around the diaphragm.
Finally there is a secondary winding wrapped with the external core and con-
nected to the external load.
All these components are necessary for functioning of generator. The duct
is connected upstream with the flow coming from the combustion chamber
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Figure 3.2: Experimental device
and downstream with the exhaust gas system.
3.3 The energy conversion
The physical process of energy conversion occurs in the third section of
the generator. Here the physical principle is similar to the conventional trans-
former where the electrical energy is transferred from the primary winding to
the secondary winding through the inductive linkage. In this case the calcula-
tion of the inductive electromotive force has been obtained by considering an
equivalent circuit [3] where the primary winding is due to the motion of the
electric charge around the diaphragm (current ring) and the secondary con-
sists in a number of windings distributed in all other branches of the magnetic
circuit as shown in the figure 3.3.
A varying current in the primary winding creates a varying magnetic flux
in the transformer’s core, which is linked with the secondary winding. This
varying magnetic flux induces a varying electromotive force in the secondary
winding. If a load is connected to the secondary, an electric current will flow
in the secondary winding and an electrical energy will be transferred from the
primary circuit through the transformer to the load.
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Figure 3.3: 3D magnetic circuit scheme
The figure 3.4 displays the equivalent magnetic circuit studied to calculate
the voltage generated to the head of the secondary when this is open.
Figure 3.4: equivalent magnetic circuit
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The magnetic circuit studied is made up of two closed loop paths. The
Hopkinson’s law said:
F =φRm (3.1)
where F is the magnetomotive force, φ is the magnetic flux and R is the mag-
netic reluctance. The reluctance of a magnetically uniform magnetic circuit
element can be calculated as:
R = l
µA
(3.2)
where l is the length of the element, µ is the permeability of the material and A
is the cross-section area of the circuit. Neglecting the intermediate steps, has
been evaluated the flux concatenated with the secondary winding:
φc = Ns · I
2R1+R2+2Rc
(3.3)
where respectively Ns is the number of turns of wire in the secondary winding,
I is the ring of fluid current around the diaphragm and R1, R2 and Rc are the
magnetic reluctances in the circuit elements. In this way the electromotive
force generated at the head of secondary winding is given by:
E MF = dφc
d t
(3.4)
The electric current in the secondary winding determines the reaction field,
which slows down the charge carries of the primary. This allows the energy
conversion. In fact, the current slowdown in the fluid determines a gas ex-
pansion as it happens in a conventional gas turbo-generator, giving part of
its internal energy to the load. The inductive generator has a Brayton power
cycle, similar to that of gas turbines. However, unlike the gas turbine, there
are not moving mechanical parts. All Bryton cycles are heat engine and their
ideal cycles have an ideal efficiency equal to ideal Carnot cycle efficiency. The
higher the inlet temperature, the greater the ideal efficiency of Brayton cycle.
The absence of moving parts allows the inductive generator to withstand tem-
peratures such that of combustion chamber, so inherently an inductive MHD
generator has a higher potential capability for energy efficiency.
The figure 3.5 shows the energy balance in the conversion process. Not all
the energy input is transferred to the external load. Some of the energy is used
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in the conversion process and other part is available at the output. The global
efficiency of energy conversion can be increased considering a multi-stages
system, in this way can be convert more energy.
ENERGY INPUT
ENERGY 
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THE OUTPUT 
DUCT
JOULE HEAT 
LOSSES ON 
ELECTRIC 
DISCHARGE 
GENERATOR
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Figure 3.5: Inductive MHD generator functional scheme
Considering a duct with adiabatic walls a part of the total energy available
at the energy conversion is dissipated in the windings, core and surrounding
structures. Usually these losses are very small and can be neglected. Different
consideration have to be done for the energy needed in the discharge process.
In fact, part of this energy is not lost but available in the fluid as internal en-
ergy.
3.4 Modeling of the inductive MHD generator
The mathematical model time dependent of plasma flow in an electric
field is described by system of coupled (nonlinear) equations, consisting of
Poisson’s equation for electric potential, Navier-Stokes equation for fluid flow,
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charge transport equation for electric charge density and the conservation en-
ergy equation.
Electrohydrodynamic flow induced by electric discharge is described by
the following equations.
The electric potential V is governed by the Poisson’s equation
∇2V =− q
ε0
(3.5)
where q is the space charge density and ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of the
free space.
The electric potential is defined from electric field intensity ~E as
~E =−∇V (3.6)
Electric current in the drifting zone is a combination of three effects: con-
duction (motion of charges under electric field relative to entire flow), convec-
tion (transport of charges with flow), and diffusion. Therefore, current density
~J is given by
~J =µE~E q+ ~U q−D∇q (3.7)
where µE is the charge mobility in a electric field, ~U is the velocity vector of
flow, and D is the diffusion coefficient of charges. Current continuity condi-
tion gives equation for current density
∂q
∂t
+∇·~J = 0 (3.8)
The fluid dynamic part of the problem is described by Navier-Stokes equa-
tion and continuity equation:
ρ
∂~U
∂t
+ρ~U ·∇~U =∇· [−p ¯¯I +η(∇~U + (∇~U )T )]−q∇V +~J ×~B (3.9)
∂ρ
∂t
+∇· (ρ~U )= 0 (3.10)
where ρ is the flow density, p is the flow pressure, η is the gas dynamic vis-
cosity and ~B is the magnetic induction. By substituting expression for current
density 3.7 into equation 3.8 and taking into account definition of electric po-
tential 3.6, we can obtain the following charge transport equation
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∂q
∂t
+∇· (−D∇q −µE∇V q + ~U q)= 0 (3.11)
where q is the space charge density, D denote the diffusion coefficient, µE is
the mobility of charge carriers and ~U is the velocity vector.
The conservation of energy can be described by the following equation:
ρ
duˆ
d t
=−p∇· ~U +∇· (k∇T )+~J ·~E (3.12)
where uˆ is the internal energy, k the heat conductivity coefficient and T the
temperature of the fluid. In the case of ideal gas, with p/ρ = RT and uˆ = cv T ,
the energy conversion become:
ρcv
dT
d t
=−p∇· ~U +∇· (k∇T )+~J ·~E (3.13)
where cp is the heat capacitance of the gas at constant pressure.
3.5 COMSOL application mode
In this section I present the software COMSOL Multiphysics and the main
application mode used to solve the electrohydrodynamic equations reported
in the preview section.
COMSOL Multiphysics is a powerful interactive environment for modeling
and solving all kinds of scientific and engineering problems based on partial
differential equations (PDEs). To solve the PDEs, COMSOL Multiphysics uses
the proven finite element method (FEM). The software runs the finite element
analysis together with adaptive meshing and error control using a variety of
numerical solvers. The package provides a number of application modes that
consist of predefined templates and user interfaces already set up with equa-
tions and variables for specific areas of physics.
The applied physical model to study the electrohydrodynamic equations
problem can be divided into three main modules:
• electrostatic stationary model to evaluate electrostatic field;
• fluid flow simulation model based on Navier-Stokes equation (NS);
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• and convection and diffusion simulation model to evaluate charge dif-
fusion.
In the following section will be described the COMSOL application physi-
cal model. For each model the equations and the boundary condition usable
will be described.
3.5.1 Electrostatic Application mode
Modeling of static electric fields is carried out using the electric potential
V . Under static conditions, the electric potential V is defined by the equiva-
lence
~E =−∇V (3.14)
Considering this equation with the constitutive relationship ~D = ε0~E + ~P
between ~D and ~E , it is possible to represent Gauss’law as Poisson’s equation
−∇· (ε0∇V −~P )= ρ (3.15)
To solve the problem we have to set the propriety of the media and the
boundary conditions. It is possible to set the following boundary conditions:
The electric-displacement boundary condition
~n ·~D =~n ·~D0 (3.16)
The surface charge boundary condition
−~n ·~D = ρs (3.17)
The zero surface charge boundary condition
−~n ·~D = 0 (3.18)
The electric-potential boundary condition
V =V0 (3.19)
The ground boundary condition
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V = 0 (3.20)
The continuity boundary condition
~n · (~D1−~D2) (3.21)
3.5.2 The turbulent application mode
The Navier-Stokes equations describe the mass and momentum trans-
port. These equations can also be used for turbulent flow simulations, al-
though that requires a large number of elements to capture all the dynamics
of the flow. An alternative is to consider the average equations, resulting in a
hierarchy of equations known as "closure relations", of which the eddy viscos-
ity approach is the most common one. The software COMSOL Multiphysics
uses two of such closure scheme: k−ε [27] and k−ω. Both application modes
assume that the flow is incompressible and that the fluid is Newtonian. The
flow is than in theory guided by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:
ρ
∂~U
∂t
+ρ(~U ·∇)~U =∇· [−p ¯¯I +η(∇~U + (∇~U )T )]+~F (3.22)
∇· ~U = 0 (3.23)
where
• ρ is the density (kg /m3)
• ~U is the velocity vector (m/s)
• p is the pressure (Pa)
• ~F is the body force vector (N /m3)
Fundamental to the analysis of fluid flow is the Reynolds number:
Re = ρU L
η
(3.24)
where U denote a velocity scale, and L denotes a characteristic length.
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The k −ε model is one of the most used turbulence models for industrial
applications. This model introduces two additional transport equation and
two dependent variables: the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the dissipation
rate of turbulent energy, ε. Turbulent viscosity is modelled by
ηT = ρCµ k
2
ε
(3.25)
where Cµ is a model constant.
The transport equation for k can be divided by taking the trace of the equa-
tion for the Raynolds stresses:
ρ
∂k
∂t
−∇·
[(
η+ ηT
σk
)
∇k
]
+ρ~U ·∇k = 1
2
ηT
(∇~U + (∇~U )T )2−ρε (3.26)
An equation for ε can be derived in a similar manner.
ρ
∂ε
∂t
−∇·
[(
η+ ηT
σε
)
∇ε
]
+ρ~U ·∇ε= 1
2
Cε1
²
k
ηT
(∇~U + (∇~U )T )2−ρCε2 ²2
k
(3.27)
the model constant in the above equations are determined from experimental
data [27] their value are listed in table 3.1.
constant value
Cµ 0.09
Cε1 1.44
Cε2 1.92
σk 1.0
σε 1.3
Table 3.1: model constant in equation 3.26 and equation 3.27.
In the model we have to set the following sub-domain quantities: ρ, η and
~F .
The turbulent application modes have the same boundary types as the In-
compressible Navier-Stokes application modes. The boundary condition for
the Incompressible Navier-Stokes application modes are grouped into the fol-
lowing types:
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• Wall
No slip
This is the standard and default boundary condition for a stationary solid
wall. The condition prescribes
~U = 0 (3.28)
that is, that the fluid at the wall is not moving.
Slip
The slip condition assumes that there are no viscous effects at the slip wall
and hence, no boundary layer develops. Mathematically it can be formulated
as:
~U ·~n = 0, ~t · [−p ¯¯I +η(∇~U + (∇~U )T )]~n = 0 (3.29)
Sliding Wall
This boundary condition assumed that the surface is sliding in its tangen-
tial direction. This boundary condition has different definitions in the differ-
ent space dimensions. In 2D and Axial Symmetry the velocity is given as a
scalar Uw and the condition prescribes
~u ·~n = 0 ~u ·~t =UW (3.30)
where~t = (−ny,nx) for 2D and~t = (−nz,nr ) for axial symmetriy.
In 3D the velocity is set equal to a given vector uW projected onto the
boundary plane
~u =~uW − (~n ·~uW )~n (3.31)
• Inlet and outlet
This boundary type contains different ways to specify condition on a bound-
ary where the fluid is supposed to enter or exit the domain. The typical bound-
ary type are:
Velocity
This boundary condition has two ways to specify an inlet or outlet velocity.
The first one is to set the velocity equal to a given vector u0 :
~u =~u0 (3.32)
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The other is to specify a normal inflow/outflow velocity:
~u =~nU0 (3.33)
Pressure
This boundary condition prescribes only a Dirichlet condition for the pres-
sure
p = p0 (3.34)
No viscous stress
Prescribe vanishing viscous stress
η(∇~U + (∇~U )T )~n = 0 (3.35)
• Symmetry boundary
Symmetry boundary conditions are used when the physical geometry of
interest, and the expected pattern of the flow solution, have mirror symme-
try. They can also be used to model zero-shear slip walls in viscous flows.
Symmetry boundary condition prescribes no penetration and vanishing shear
stresses
~u ·~n = 0 ~t · [−p ¯¯I +η(∇~U + (∇~U )T )]~n = 0 (3.36)
• Open boundary
This boundary type can be used on boundaries that are open to large vol-
umes of fluid. Fluid can both enter and leave the domain on boundaries with
this type of condition.
No viscous stress
it can be considered by vanishing viscous stress:
η(∇~U + (∇~U )T )~n = 0 (3.37)
Normal stress
In this case the total stress on the boundary is set equal to a stress vector
of magnitude , f0 oriented in the negative normal direction:
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(−p ¯¯I +∇~U + (∇~U )T )~n =− f0~n (3.38)
This implies that the total stress in the tangential direction is zero.
• Stress
This type of boundary condition represents a very general class of condi-
tions also known as traction boundary conditions.
General stress
The total stress on the boundary is set equal to a given stress ~F :
(−p ¯¯I +∇~U + (∇~U )T )~n = ~F (3.39)
Normal stress
The total stress on the boundary is set equal to a given stress ~F :
(−p ¯¯I +∇~U + (∇~U )T )~n = f0~n (3.40)
This implies that the total stress in the tangential direction is zero.
Normal stress, Normal flow
In addiction to the stress condition set in the normal stress condition, this
condition also prescribes that there must be no tangential velocities on the
boundary:
(−p ¯¯I +∇~U + (∇~U )T )~n = f0~n ~t ·~u = 0 (3.41)
All boundary conditions need additional conditions for the turbulence trans-
port equations.
The slip boundary condition assumes that there is no viscous interaction
between the wall and the fluid. In addition to the conditions prescribed for
the momentum equations, this boundary condition also prescribes
~n ·
((
η+ ηT
σk
)
∇k−ρ~U k
)
= 0 (3.42)
~n ·
((
η+ ηT
σε
)
∇ε−ρ~Uε
)
= 0 (3.43)
the value of the constants σk and σε are listed in table 3.1.
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Logarithmic wall function applied to finite elements assume that the com-
putational domain begins at distance δW from the real wall. They also as-
sumed that the flow is parallel to the wall and that the velocity can be de-
scribed by
U+ = U
uτ
= 1
k
ln
(
δW
l∗
)
+C+ (3.44)
Here U is the velocity parallel to the wall, uτ is the friction velocity defined
by
uτ =
√
τW
ρ
(3.45)
k denote the Karman constant (about 0.42)[6], and C+ is a universal constant
for smooth walls. In the application mode, C+ is defined as an application
scalar variable that has a default value of 5.5. Further, l∗ is known as the vis-
cous length scale and is defined by
l∗ = η
ρuτ
(3.46)
the distance δW have to be specified or its equivalent in viscous units, δ+W =
δW /l∗. The logarithmic wall functions are formally valid for value of δ+W be-
tween 30 and 100.
The boundary condition for k, ε are derived from the assumption that tur-
bulent production equals the dissipation:
∇k ·~n = 0 ε= Cµ
3/4k3/2
kδW
(3.47)
Inlet boundaries are the same as described for the incompressible Navier-
Stokes, in addition value for the two turbulent quantities need to be specified
(k and ε). Alternatively you can specify a turbulent length scale, LT and a tur-
bulent intensity, IT . They are related to the turbulent variables by expression
k = 3
2
(|~U |IT )2, ε=C 3/4µ
k1/2
LT
(3.48)
In the outlet boundary and open boundaries the convective flux condi-
tion are prescribed for the turbulent variables:
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~n ·∇k = 0, ~n ·∇ε= 0 (3.49)
The equation for the symmetric boundary condition become:
(−p ¯¯I + (η+ηT )(∇~U + (∇~U )T )) ·~t = 0 ~n · ~U = 0 (3.50)
~n ·
((
η+ ηT
σk
)
∇k−ρ~U k
)
= 0 (3.51)
~n ·
((
η+ ηT
σε
)
∇ε−ρ~Uε
)
= 0 (3.52)
3.5.3 PDE mode to solve Charge transport equation
Charge transport equation 3.11 has been solved using the PDE mode Co-
efficient Form by setting the coefficient value. The PDF model equation in
coefficient form is
da
∂q
∂t
+∇· (−c∇q −αq +γ)+aq +β ·∇q =R (3.53)
where
da mass coefficient
c diffusion coefficient
α

αx conservative flux convection factor x component
αy conservative flux convection factor y component
γ

γx conservative flux source term coefficient x component
γy conservative flux source term coefficient y component
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a absorption coefficient
β

βx convection coefficient x component
βy convection coefficient y component
R source term
In COMSOL PDE mode two kinds of boundary conditions can be defined:
the Neumann and Dirichlet condition by fixing the following equations
~n · (c∇q +αq −γ)+qu = g −hTµ (Neumann condition) (3.54)
hq = r (Diriclet condition) (3.55)

Chapter 4
2D model of the inductive
MHD generator
In this chapter I present the simulation results of a simplified 2D induc-
tive MHD generator model considering two main works. Both these works
consider the case of secondary winding left open circuit. In the first work the
preliminary results of electrostatic, fluid-dynamic and charge transport will be
shown and in the second work a study has been done to evaluate and improve
the performance of the proposed device.
4.1 The simplified model of a 2D inductive MHD
generator
In this section I present the simplified equations needed to describe the
elecrohydrodynamic flow which are the basis for the operation of the studied
inductive MHD generator. The simplified model, shown below, considers the
generator in the case of secondary winding left open circuit. In these operat-
ing conditions it is possible to study a simplified electrohydrodynamic model.
The simplified model is obtained and studied using the equations from the
section 3.4 and considering the following assumptions:
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• The three physical models are solved separately; firstly the solution is
obtained for the electrostatic and fluid-dynamic modules. In this way
the velocity field and the electric field are calculated and used as source
terms to solve the charge transport equation;
• In solving the electrostatic model the charge density has been neglected.
This corresponds to neglect the effect of electric fields caused by the
electric charges particle;
• In the Navier-Stokes equation the body forces (−q∇V +~J × ~B) is ne-
glected. In the case studied, with left open circuit, the magnetic field of
reaction is equal to zero. Furthermore, considering a very small concen-
tration of charge q in the fluid the body force −q∇V can be neglected;
• considering a gas flow with a low Mach number the mass density of a
fluid can be considered to be constant, regardless of pressure variations
in the flow. For this reason the flow can be considered to be incompress-
ible. In this way the continuity equation can be reduced to ∇· ~U = 0;
• under the conditions of the secondary circuit open, the process takes
place without the transfer of energy. In these condition, to evaluate the
electrohydrodynamic flow, it is possible to neglect the energy equation.
According to the approximations model, the equations used to describe
the electrohydrodynamic flow inside the channel of the inductive MHD gen-
erator are:
∇2V = 0 (4.1)
ρ
∂~U
∂t
+ρ~U ·∇~U =∇· [−p ¯¯I +η(∇~U + (∇~U )T )] (4.2)
∇· ~U = 0 (4.3)
ρ
∂k
∂t
−∇·
[(
η+ ηT
σk
)
∇k
]
+ρ~U ·∇k = 1
2
ηT
(∇~U + (∇~U )T )2−ρε (4.4)
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ρ
∂ε
∂t
−∇·
[(
η+ ηT
σε
)
∇ε
]
+ρ~U ·∇ε= 1
2
Cε1
²
k
ηT
(∇~U + (∇~U )T )2−ρCε2 ²2
k
(4.5)
∂q
∂t
+∇· (−D∇q −µE∇V q)+ ~U ·∇q = 0 (4.6)
The equation 4.1 is the Laplace’s equation for electrostatic; the equations
4.2 and 4.3 describe the Navier-Stokes equation and continuity equation for
incompressible flow. In addition of these equations have been added the tur-
bulent kinetic energy equation, k 4.4, and the dissipation energy equation, ε
4.5. The last equation 4.6 is the transport charge equation. These equation has
been solved by using COMSOL multiphysics by setting the electrostatic appli-
cation mode, the turbulent k −ε application mode, and the PDE application
mode.
4.2 Feasibility analysis of the inductive MHD
generator
In this section a preliminary study and analysis of a inductive MHD gener-
ator is presented. The numerical model will be described and the preliminary
results of electrostatic, fluid-dynamic and charge transport will be shown.
4.2.1 Numerical simulation space model
In this study a 2D configuration model has been used. The volume under
control has a rectangular shape with height of 110 mm and a length of 234 mm
and it has been divided into eight sub-domains. The inductive MHD generator
numerical simulation space, sub-domain, boundaries, and mesh are shown in
the figure 4.1.
In the numerical simulation space three main components can be iden-
tified: the discharge region, the charge separation region and the diaphragm
region. The discharge region is a circular area placed in the first part of the
channel and it is centred between the upper and lower wall. The electric dis-
charge is represented by the smallest of the two concentric circles. The larger
one has been used to define mesh refinement but it does not represent actual
boundaries. The region of charge separation is positioned in the first part of
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Figure 4.1: Numerical simulation domain and mesh of generator geometry
the channel. The effect of charge separation is performed by means of two
parallel plates of a capacitor represented by two edges of the walls above and
below the discharge region. In this phase of the study the energy consumption
through the electrostatic field in changing the momentum of ions has been
neglected. Furthermore we assume that the desired degree of charge separa-
tion can be obtained provided that the charge concentration and the electro-
static field are enough high. The diaphragm region is described by five sub-
domains forming a region with airfoil shape. The numerical simulation space
was discretized in approximately 91,000 triangular elements, with the element
density being highest in the region around the electrode and the walls.
4.2.2 Electrostatic equation and boundary condition
The electrostatic equation for electrostatic has been solved in COMSOL
multiphysics using the electrostatic application mode. The two-dimensional
Laplace equation has following form:
∂2V
∂x2
+ ∂
2V
∂y2
= 0 (4.7)
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The solution of the equation 4.7 requires appropriate boundary condi-
tions, diversified according to various portions of the boundary that are con-
sidered. In reference to the figure 4.1, it is necessary to distinguish between:
• inlet and outlet section;
• capacitor plates;
• walls channel.
Inlet and outlet section
the normal component of the electric field is zero, that is:
~n ·~E = 0 (4.8)
This condition consider this boundary at symmetry boundaries where the
potential is known to be symmetric with respect to the boundary.
capacitor plates
The two edges of the wall, that represent the capacitor plates, are set with
the electric potential boundary condition.
V =VM AX = 50[kV ] (4.9)
V =VM I N = 0[kV ] (4.10)
where VM AX is the electrical potential in the positive capacitor plate and VM I N
is the electric potential in the negative capacitor plate.
Walls channel
To the other walls of the channel a symmetry boundary condition has been
considered where:
~n ·~E = 0 (4.11)
in all this boundary the normal component of the electric field is zero.
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4.2.3 Fluid-dynamic equation and boundary condition
The Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent flow (4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5) have
been solved in COMSOL using the turbulent application mode.
In order to solve the Navier-Stokes equations boundary conditions in inlet
section, outlet section and on the inner walls of the channel are required.
Inlet section
In the inlet section a normal inflow velocity has been assigned:
~U =~n ·U0 (4.12)
where U0 has been set equal to 200[m/s].
outlet section
At the outlet section a pressure boundary condition has been used. This
condition prescribe a Dirichlet condition for the pressure:
p = p0 (4.13)
where p0 is the pressure imposed equal to 1 [atm].
inner walls
A logarithmic function has been used for all inner channel walls. This type
of boundary condition use an empirical relation between the value of velocity
and wall friction that replaces the thin boundary layer near the wall. Such re-
lations are accurate for high Reynolds numbers and situations where pressure
variations along the wall are not very large.
4.2.4 Charge transport equation and boundary condition
The charge transport equation has been solved in COMSOL using the PDE
application mode (section 3.5.3). In this case it is necessary to set the coeffi-
cient reported in the PDE equation 3.53. The mass coefficient da has been set
to the default value equal to 1. The conservative flux term γ and absorption
coefficient a have been set equal to zero. The source term R has been used
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to model the electric discharge. This term has been set by using the equation
that will be reported in the following section 4.2.5. It has been set in the sub-
domain that describe the discharge region. The conservative flux convection
factor has been set to take into account the drift motion of the charge due
to the interaction with the electric field. This quantity is proportional to the
product of charge mobility µE and the electric field ~E :
α=µE~E

αx =µE Ex
αy =µE Ey
(4.14)
considering that ~E = −∇V the solution is obtained solving the equation 4.7.
The convection coefficientβ takes into account the motion of the charges that
are transported by the fluid. This coefficient is a velocity dimension and has
been set equal to the velocity obtained from the solution of the Navier-Stoke
equation, then
β= ~U

βx =Ux
βy =Uy
(4.15)
For the charge transport equation a zero diffusive flux condition is set on
all boundaries except for the outlet surface where convective flux diffusion is
imposed.
4.2.5 Charge generation region
Charge generation by electric discharge can be modeled by applying ap-
propriate time varying charge concentration. The energy required for this dis-
charge in this phase of the study has been neglected as the generator has been
considered ideal. On the basis of the experimental data retrived from the lit-
erature [26], it can be assumed that the charge carries concentration, due to
the discharge, is about 1014ne /cm3 . The total number of the charges is as-
sumed to be about 2 ·1015, i.e., it has been assumed that 10 cm3 are involved
in the discharge process. The charge of the same sign is then ne ·e = 1.610−4C .
The generation of the charge by means of the electrode is modelled injecting
a time varying flow of positive and negative charge carriers. In the volume of
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the electric discharge a space charge volume density is applied by setting the
Reaction rate parameter as follows:
R = CRp
2pi ·σ2
[
e
(t−t1)2
2·σ2 +e
(t−t2)2
2·σ2
]
(4.16)
where:
- CR is the maximum charges concentration in the time;
- σ is the time constant of charge diffusion;
- t1 and t2 are the time interval between two consecutive discharges.
The time interval between t1 and t2 is stated in such a way the interference
between two consecutive discharges is negligible. The figure 4.2 shows the
time variation of R.
Figure 4.2: Time variation of R
The charges repulsion effect has been taken into account by increasing the
value of the diffusion coefficient obtained by comparing the diffusion veloc-
ity of peripheral particles with the velocity of the same particles due to the
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interaction with the charge distribution. Therefore, the diffusion that with-
out charges interaction would be µ = 5 · 10−5m2/s has been corrected with
µ = 2,1208 · 10−4m2/s taking into account the mobility of the charge carries.
The relative dielectric permittivity of the gas is assumed equal to 1.0.
In order to take into account the effect of the external field on the charge
carries, in the sub-domain setting of the convection and diffusion model, a ve-
locity term is added to the drift velocity, which depends on the external electri-
cal field and on the mobility of charges. On the basis of the experimental data
available in literature [17], a mobility of 1.8·10−4m2V −1s−1 has been assumed.
4.2.6 Simulation Parameter
The model has been run by COMSOL 3.5a separating a module involv-
ing the electrostatic and fluid mechanics from a module that treats the charge
transport aspects. The first modules have been solved by executing a station-
ary study, then the results have been used to solve the second module that has
been analysed with a transient study. The Direct (PARDISO) method has been
adopted to solve the equation system of the stationary modules, and the BDF
method for the transient module. For the stationary solver a relative tolerance
equal to 10−6 has been used to control the convergence and the maximum
number of iterations has been set to 100, whereas in the transient analysis the
relative tolerance has been set to 0.01 and the absolute one equal to 0.001.
Firstly the solution is obtained for the electrostatic and fluid-dynamic mod-
ules with the use of stationary solver. In this way the velocity field and the
electric field are calculated and used as source terms to solve the charge trans-
port equation where transient interactive solver is used. The electric, charge
transport, and fluid-dynamic domains equations were solved using the sub-
domain modeling parameter values shown in Table 4.1.
4.2.7 Results and discussions
In this section the results obtained from the simulation model of electro-
hydrodynamic equation are presented. The results are presented for 2D con-
figuration model. Surface plots of the investigate model shown in the follow-
ing figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 display the solution of three coupled phys-
ical phenomena modelled: electrostatic, fluid dynamic and charge transport.
The electric potential map, Figure 4.3, has the highest potential at the surface
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Modeling parameter Value
Relative dielectric permittivity of air, εr 1
Charge diffusion coefficient D 2.12x10−4m2/s
Ion mobility coefficient, µE 1.8x10−4m2/(V s)
Density of the fluid, ρ f lui d 1.23kg /m
3
Dynamic viscosity of the fluid, µ 1.8x10−5N s/m2
Table 4.1: Sub-domain modeling parameter values used in FEM modeling
Figure 4.3: Magnitude of electric potential distribution(colour surfaces), elec-
tric field lines and electric field vectors (arrows)
of the top capacitor armature and decreasing in magnitude to the bottom one.
The velocity field map, Figure 4.4, shows magnitude and streamlines of the gas
inside the channel. The figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 display, in the sequential im-
age, the movement of the charge inside of the duct.
As can be observed the charge flow is split in two currents one having ex-
cess of positive charge, the other one negative charge.
The calculation of the inductive electromotive force has been obtained by
considering an equivalent circuit where the primary winding is due to the mo-
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Figure 4.4: Magnitude of gas velocity distribution (colour surfaces), and fluid
streamlines
Figure 4.5: Space charge density at the time 0.75ms
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Figure 4.6: Space charge density at the time 1.25ms
Figure 4.7: Space charge density at the time 1.75ms
tion of the electric charge in the working fluid and the secondary winding is
made up of 8000 coils distributed in all the branches of the magnetic circuit,
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except the one internal to the cavity. By considering the secondary winding
left open circuit, has been obtained a voltage to the heads of the coil as shown
in Figure 4.8. Assuming an adapted load the theoretical maximum power out-
Figure 4.8: Voltage to the heads of the coil
put has been calculated. Known the root mean square voltage at the head of
the secondary winding Vr ms , generated by the induction generator, the output
power load can by calculated by:
P =V 2r ms Rl
(Rl +Rc )2
(4.17)
where Rc and Rl are respectively the electrical resistance of the secondary
winding and the electrical resistance of the external load. In the secondary
winding a linear resistance with a value of 0.0269Ω/m has been considered.
In this way a resistance of 51Ω has been calculated in the secondary wind-
ing. In the case of adapted load, where Rl = Rc = R, the theoretical maximum
power load is:
P = V
2
r ms
(4R)2
(4.18)
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Considering the equation 4.18 a theoretical maximum power equal to 18kW
is obtained.
As mentioned above, the maximum power has been calculated in the case
of a load adapted with the assumption of Rl = Rc . There are several factors
that cause a reduction in performance respect to the theoretical condition,
including the increase of external resistive load (Rl ) and the time between two
consecutive electric discharge tm . The figure 4.9 shows the trend of the power
produced by varying the resistive load and the time between two consecu-
tive electric discharge where tm is the minimum time range of interference
between two discharge pulses. The image shows how the performance de-
creases with increasing of external resistive load from 51Ω to 800Ω and the
time between two discharge pulses (tm ÷2.00tm).
Figure 4.9: Trend of the power produced by varying the resistive load and the
time between two consecutive electric discharge
The effect of time between two consecutive pulses is due to the fact that
EMF is proportional to the first derivative of the magnetic flux then it is pro-
portional to the frequency of the first and higher harmonics. Increasing the
ions velocity gives rise the same effects.
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4.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Design Parameters
of the inductive MHD Generator
In this section, respect to the preliminary study described in the previous
paragraph, a greater attention has been devoted to the profile of device and
more heavy working condition has been considered to evaluate and improve
the performance of the inductive MHD generator studied. A sensitivity anal-
ysis has been performed with respect to several design parameters, such as
the geometry of the generator and the inlet velocity of the gas. The perfor-
mance is evaluated in terms of voltage to the heads of the coil and theoretical
maximum power load. The main dimension parameter to take into account
is the profile width of the diaphragm and the height of cavity internal to the
diaphragm. It has been considered an increasing of dimension with respect
to the size assumed in the previous paragraph. Also, 5 working inlet velocities
have been considered, from 150 to 250 m/s. Figure 4.10 shows the open circuit
Figure 4.10: Voltage to the heads of the coil, in function of the fluid velocity
and for different values of cavity height
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voltage obtained by varying both velocity of the working fluid and the height
of the cavity internal to the diaphragm. As one can expect, as the flow velocity
increases, the inducted voltage rises too, due to the greater velocity of the car-
riers but also to the fact that the dispersion of the charge clouds take place for
a shorter time, so that said clouds remains more concentrated. On its turn, the
height of the cavity too determines a greater value of the inducted voltage. In
fact the part of core internal to the cavity, represents a bottleneck for the mag-
netic circuit, and then it limits the value of the magnetic flux. From figures 4.11
and 4.12 can be observed that increasing the size of the magnetic circuit at the
Figure 4.11: Magnetic flux circuit in the case of cavity with minimum section
cavity, the bottleneck phenomenon is less intense, then, in the other path of
the magnetic circuit an increase of magnetic flux has been obtained. In Fig-
ure 4.13 the maximum power load for the analysed cases is reported. These
power values have been calculated with an adapted load, then they depend
on the characteristic of the wiring and they are much higher than a possible
nominal value. Furthermore, also the time interval between two successive
discharges affects the value of the power. In-fact, the working hypothesis is
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Figure 4.12: Magnetic flux circuit in the case of cavity with maximum section
that the time interval between two successive discharges is equal to the time
after which the electrical current in the fluid vanishes, but it would be neces-
sary to wait for a longer interval, in order to allow the charge to be completely
removed from the duct, so that the power values could result considerably
lower. Therefore, these results depend on several design parameters that have
not been considered in the sensitivity analysis performed in this work.
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Figure 4.13: Maximum theoretical power retrievable, in function of the fluid
velocity and for different values of cavity height
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this dissertation an innovative MagnetoHydroDynamic (MHD) gener-
ator has been studied. The proposed device does not need an external mag-
netic field to work, but it performs the energy conversion by means of the in-
ductive principle. This is possible thanks to a pulsed ionization of the fluid
current, carried out with an electrode dipped in the fluid current followed by
a charge separation with a stationary electric field. The presented inductive
MHD generator can be used for converting thermal energy directly into elec-
tricity with a high thermodynamic efficiency and a high rate of energy con-
version. As all direct energy conversion processes, also the inductive MHD
generator, can work without moving parts.
In the conventional conversion systems a significant loss of energy occurs
in the transition from thermal to mechanical energy (thermodynamic conver-
sion). The performance from the point of view of efficiency of a heat engine is
limited by the Carnot cycle. The Carnot efficiency is governed solely by the ex-
treme temperatures of the cycle. The low temperature of the cycle is related to
the temperature of the environment, the maximum temperature is rather re-
lated to the mechanical resistance of the material at high temperature. Nowa-
days, gas turbines are the technologies that can work to the highest value of
temperature cycle, with values around 1500 K. These technologies are usually
used as a topper in a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plant. The Carnot ef-
ficiency for a thermal engine that works on those temperatures is about 80%.
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In the inductive MHD generator the advantage of having no moving parts al-
lows to work at higher temperatures than a conventional energy conversion. It
is possible to work with temperature around 3000K, and a these temperature
the maximum theoretical efficiency would be near 90%.
The innovation, respect to the convectional MHD generator, is that the ex-
ternal magnetic field is no longer necessary, the efficiency does not depend on
the temperature of the fluid and it is not necessary to use an electrode in con-
tact with the fluid because the plasma and the electric load are magnetically
linked. The generator consists of three main sections: the first one allows to
ionize the fluid, in the second one the separation of the charges takes place
into the fluid and finally the section that allows the coupling with the load at
the secondary winding.
In this work has been possible to study the inductive generator by using
the Finite Element Analysis (FEM) and a multi-physics approach that has al-
lowed to consider simultaneously fluid-dynamic, electromagnetic and charge
transport aspects. The present work has been successfully modeled unsing
COMSOL multiphysics, a commercial software package that performs equation-
based multiphysics modeling from different physical processes by applying
the finite element method.
In the early works the use of this powerful software has allowed us to eval-
uate the output performance of the generator. In the following works a greater
attention has been devote to analyzing and improving the performance of the
generator. A sensitivity analysis has been performed with respect to several
design parameters, such as the geometry of the generator and the velocity in-
let gas flow. In this way it has been possible to evaluate the performance in
terms of voltage to the head of the coil and the theoretical maximum power.
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